
Work-life balance
brought to mobile

Wipe out tasks in fewer taps. Add apps to the Taskbar, your 

multitasking secret weapon, for quick navigation and bouncing 

between windows when you're in the groove.7 And with App Pair, 

one tap launches up to three apps, all sharing one 

super-productive screen.
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Key Features

Stands out. Stands up. Unfolds
Does a lot in one hand with its 6.2-inch Cover Screen.1 Unfolded, the 
7.6-inch Main Screen lets you really get into the zone.2 Pushed-back 
bezels plus an even more camou�aged Under Display Camera means 
there's more screen and no black dot getting between you and the 
breathtaking In�nity Flex Display.

New Taskbar for PC-like multitasking
Wipe out tasks in fewer taps. Add apps to the Taskbar for quick 
navigation and bouncing between windows when you're in the 
groove.4 And with App Pair, one tap launches up to three apps, all 
sharing one super-productive screen.

Power for those who don't pause

Your quest for epic mobile gaming is over. Snapdragon® 8 Gen 2 
Mobile Platform for Galaxy optimises and streamlines your device for 
silky smooth games — without draining the battery.

World’s first water resistant foldable smartphones

Be adventurous, rain or shine. You don't have to sweat the forecast 
when you've got one of the world's �rst water-resistant foldable 
smartphones.

Note's signature tool comes built in
The built-in S Pen keeps the legacy of Note alive. Plus, it helps you 
ditch the dependency on notebooks, making sketches and jotting 
notes e�ortless and eco-friendly.

200MP. Wow-worthy resolution

Resolution on the Wide-angle Camera has nearly doubled, delivering 
strikingly clear photos. Zoom and crop your shots for a whole new 
view — or leave it intact for brilliant detail, corner to corner.

Game for hours and hours

This intelligent 5000mAh (typical) battery saves power for when you 
use it most, so you can keep gaming and streaming late into the night.

Your Galaxy, the way you like it

One UI maximises customisation, allowing you to control the details, 
from lock screens and themes to widgets and noti�cations.

12MP
Ultra Wide Camera

10MP
Cover Camera

4MP
Under Display Camera

50MP
Wide-angle Camera

10MP
3x Optical Zoom
Telephoto Camera


